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Â . Nvidia Vidyasagar Ramanujam: This work is
licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
LicenseÂ .Q: Addition in $\mathbb{Q}$ yields 1

instead of 1 modulo 2 I'm working through
numbers together with some related formalism,
and I ran into something I didn't quite expect. I
want to know how many times $1$ or $1+1$

behaves identically to $1$ or $0$ modulo $2$.
More generally, for every $n\in\mathbb{N}$:

How many times is there
$n\cdot1+...+1\overset{+2}{\equiv}n$ (i.e. two

or more times)? How many times is there
$n\cdot1+...+1\overset{+2}{\equiv}0$ (i.e. no
times)? The answers for $n=1$ are, apparently,

given by some complicated formula that I
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haven't managed to understand. If it's easier,
though, we could stick to $n=1$ for now.

Obviously, the number of times can't be greater
than $2$, since if we're only doing a modulo
operation, one can only go one way, either to
$0$ or $1$, but since $1$ and $2$ are units,

$1+1$ must be even, and so we must have the
number of times $1+1\overset{+2}{\equiv}1$
to be $1$. But the next step, which must consist

in applying the operation to both sides of the
congruence, gives us the contradiction $0\cdot1
+1\overset{+2}{\equiv}1+1\overset{+2}{\equ
iv}0$: the modulo operation here gives $1+1\ov
erset{+2}{\equiv}1+1\overset{+2}{\equiv}0$,

and therefore we must have
$n\cdot1+...+1\overset{+2}{\equiv}0$ for all

$n$, which means that we have at least as many
times as we had at the beginning. A: I
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